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Poking Around in Debris; Disgust and Curiosity; 
a Revelation of the Meaning of Life;  
a Happy Ending ... 
by Joyce Carol Oates 

I. EVENTS 

1. The girl (myself) is walking through Branden's, that excellent store. Suburb of a large famous city that 
is a symbol for large famous American cities. The event sneaks up on the girl, who believes she is herding 
it along with a small fixed smile, a girl of fifteen, innocently experienced. She dawdles in a certain style 
by a counter of costume jewelry. Rings, earrings, necklaces. Prices from $5 to $50, all within reach. All 
ugly. She eases over to the glove counter, where everything is ugly too. In her close-fitted coat with its 
black fur collar she contemplates the luxury of Branden's, which she has known for many years: its many 
mild pale lights, easy on the eye and the soul, its elaborate tinkly decorations, its women shoppers with 
their excellent shoes and coats and hairdos, all dawdling gracefully, in no hurry. 

Who was ever in a hurry here? 

2. The girl seated at home. A small library, paneled walls of oak. Someone is talking to me. An earnest, 
husky, female voice drives itself against my ears, nervous, frightened, groping around my heart, saying, 
"If you wanted gloves, why didn't you say so? Why didn't you ask for them?" That store, Branden's, is 
owned by Raymond Forrest who lives on Du Maurier Drive. We live on Sioux Drive. Raymond Forrest. 
A handsome man? An ugly man? A man of fifty or sixty, with gray hair, or a man of forty with earnest, 
courteous eyes, a good golf game; who is Raymond Forrest, this man who is my salvation? Father has 
been talking to him. Father is not his physician; Dr. Berg is his physician. Father and Dr. Berg refer 
patients to each other. There is a connection. Mother plays bridge with ... On Mondays and Wednesdays 
our maid Billie works at ... The strings draw together in a cat's cradle, making a net to save you when you 
fall.... 

3. Harriet Arnold's. A small shop, better than Branden's. Mother in her black coat, I in my close-fitted 
blue coat. Shopping. Now look at this, isn't this cute, do you want this, why don't you want this, try this 
on, take this with you to the fitting room, take this also, what's wrong with you, what can I do for you, 
why are you so strange ...? "I wanted to steal but not to buy," I don't tell her. The girl droops along in her 
coat and gloves and leather boots, her eyes scan the horizon, which is pastel pink and decorated like 
Branden's, tasteful walls and modern ceilings with graceful glimmering lights. 

4. Weeks later, the girl at a bus stop. Two o'clock in the afternoon, a Tuesday; obviously she has walked 
out of school. 

5. The girl stepping down from a bus. Afternoon, weather changing to colder. Detroit. Pavement and 
closed-up stores; grillwork over the windows of a pawnshop. What is a pawnshop, exactly? 

II. CHARACTERS 

  



1. The girl stands five feet five inches tall. An ordinary height. Baldwin Country Day School draws them 
up to that height. She dreams along the corridors and presses her face against the Thermoplex glass. No 
frost or steam can ever form on that glass. A smudge of grease from her forehead…could she be boiled 
down to grease? She wears her hair loose and long and straight in suburban teen-age style, 1968. Eyes 
smudged with pencil, dark brown. Brown hair. Vague green eyes. A pretty girl? An ugly girl? She sings 
to herself under her breath, idling in the corridor, thinking of her many secrets (the thirty dollars she once 
took from the purse of a friend's mother, just for fun, the basement window she smashed in her own house 
just for fun) and thinking of her brother who is at Susquehanna Boys' Academy, an excellent preparatory 
school in Maine, remembering him unclearly…he has long manic hair and a squeaking voice and he looks 
like one of the popular teen-age singers of 1968, one of those in a group, The Certain Forces, The Way 
Out, The Maniacs Responsible. The girl in her turn looks like one of those fieldsful of girls who listen to 
the boys' singing, dreaming and mooning restlessly, breaking into high sullen laughter, innocently 
experienced. 

2. The mother. A Midwestern woman of Detroit and suburbs. Belongs to the Detroit Athletic Club. Also 
the Detroit Golf Club. Also the Bloomfield Hills Country Club. The Village Women's Club at which 
lectures are given each winter on Genet and Sartre and James Baldwin*, by the Director of the Adult 
Education Program at Wayne State University…The Bloomfield Art Association. Also the Founders 
Society of the Detroit Institute of Arts. Also…Oh, she is in perpetual motion, this lady, hair like blown-up 
gold and finer than gold, hair and fingers and body of inestimable grace. Heavy weighs the gold on the 
back of her hairbrush and hand mirror. Heavy heavy the candlesticks in the dining room. Very heavy is 
the big car, a Lincoln, long and black, that on one cool autumn day split a squirrel's body in two unequal 
parts. 

3. The father. Dr. ________. He belongs to the same clubs as #2. A player of squash and golf; he has a 
golfer's umbrella of stripes. Candy stripes. In his mouth nothing turns to sugar, however; saliva works no 
miracles here. His doctoring is of the slightly sick. The sick are sent elsewhere (to Dr. Berg?), the deathly 
sick are sent back for more tests and their bills are sent to their homes, the unsick are sent to Dr. Coronet 
(IsabeI, a lady), an excellent psychiatrist for unsick people who angrily believe they are sick and want to 
do something about it. If they demand a male psychiatrist, the unsick are sent by Dr. ________ (my 
father) to Dr. Lowenstein, a male psychiatrist, excellent and expensive, with a limited practice. 

4. Clarita. She is twenty, twenty-five, she is thirty or more? Pretty, ugly, what? She is a woman lounging 
by the side of a road, in jeans and a sweater, hitchhiking, or she is slouched on a stool at a counter in some 
roadside diner. A hard line of jaw. Curious eyes. Amused eyes. Behind her eyes processions move, 
funeral pageants, cartoons. She says, "I never can figure out why girls like you bum around down here. 
What are you looking for anyway?" An odor of tobacco about her. Unwashed underclothes, or no 
underclothes, unwashed skin, gritty toes, hair long and falling into strands, not recently washed. 

5. Simon. In this city the weather changes abruptly, so Simon's weather changes abruptly. He sleeps 
through the afternoon. He sleeps through the morning. Rising, he gropes around for something to get him 
going, for a cigarette or a pill to drive him out to the street, where the temperature is hovering around 35°. 
Why doesn't it drop? Why, why doesn't the cold clean air come down from Canada; will he have to go up 
into Canada to get it? Will he have to leave the Country of his Birth and sink into Canada's frosty 
fields…Will the F.B.I. (which he dreams about constantly) chase him over the Canadian border on foot, 
hounded out in a blizzard of broken glass and horns…? 

  



"Once I was Huckleberry Finn," Simon says, "but now I am Roderick Usher."** Beset by frenzies and 
fears, this man who makes my spine go cold, he takes green pills, yellow pills, pills of white and capsules 
of dark blue and green ... he takes other things I may not mention, for what if Simon seeks me out and 
climbs into my girl's bedroom here in Bloomfield Hills and strangles me, what then ...? (As I write this I 
begin to shiver. Why do I shiver? I am now sixteen and sixteen is not an age for shivering.) It comes from 
Simon, who is always cold. 

III. WORLD EVENTS 

Nothing. 

IV. PEOPLE & CIRCUMSTANCES CONTRIBUTING TO THIS DELINQUENCY 

Nothing. 

V. SIOUX DRIVE 

George, Clyde G. 240 Sioux. A manufacturer's representative; children, a dog, a wife. Georgian with the 
usual columns. You think of the White House, then of Thomas Jefferson, then your mind goes blank on 
the white pillars and you think of nothing. Norris, Ralph W. 246 Sioux. Public relations. Colonial. Bay 
window, brick, stone, concrete, wood, green shutters, sidewalk, lantern, grass, trees, blacktop drive, two 
children, one of them my classmate Esther (Esther Norris) at Baldwin. Wife, cars. Ramsey, Michael D. 
250 Sioux. Colonial. Big living room, thirty by twenty-five, fireplaces in living room, library, recreation 
room, paneled walls wet bar five bathrooms five bedrooms two lavatories central air-conditioning 
automatic sprinkler automatic garage door three children one wife two cars a breakfast room a patio a 
large fenced lot fourteen trees a front door with a brass knocker never knocked. Next is our house. Classic 
contemporary. Traditional modern. Attached garage, attached Florida room, attached patio, attached pool 
and cabana, attached roof. A front door mail slot through which pour Time Magazine, Fortune, Life, 
Business Week, the Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, the New Yorker, the Saturday Review, M.D., 
Modern Medicine, Disease of the Month…and also…And in addition to all this, a quiet sealed letter from 
Baldwin saying: Your daughter is not doing work compatible with her performance on the 
Stanford-Binet***…And your son is not doing well, not well at all, very sad. Where is your son anyway? 
Once he stole trick-and-treat candy from some six-year-old kids, he himself being a robust ten. The 
beginning. Now your daughter steals. In the Village Pharmacy she made off with, yes she did, don't deny 
it, she made off with a copy of Pageant Magazine for no reason, she swiped a roll of Life Savers in a 
green wrapper and was in no need of saving her life or even in need of sucking candy; when she was no 
more than eight years old she stole, don't blush, she stole a package of Turns only because it was out on 
the counter and available, and the nice lady behind the counter (now dead) said nothing…Sioux Drive. 
Maples, oaks, elms. Diseased elms cut down. Sioux Drive runs into Roosevelt Drive. Slow, turning lanes, 
not streets, all drives and lanes and ways and passes. A private police force. Quiet private police, in 
unmarked cars. Cruising on Saturday evenings with paternal smiles for the residents who are streaming in 
and out of houses, going to and from parties, a thousand parties, slightly staggering, the women in their 
furs alighting from automobiles bought of Ford and General Motors and Chrysler, very heavy 
automobiles. No foreign cars. Detroit. In 275 Sioux, down the block in that magnificent 
French-Normandy mansion, lives ________ ________ himself, who has the C________ account itself, 
imagine that! Look at where he lives and look at the enormous trees and chimneys, imagine his many 
fireplaces, imagine his wife and children, imagine his wife's hair, imagine her fingernails, imagine her 
bathtub of smooth clean glowing pink, imagine their embraces, his trouser pockets filled with odd coins 

  



and keys and dust and peanuts, imagine their ecstasy on Sioux Drive, imagine their income tax returns, 
imagine their little boy's pride in his experimental car, a scaled-down C________, as he roars around the 
neighborhood on the sidewalks frightening dogs and Negro maids, oh imagine all these things, imagine 
everything, let your mind roar out all over Sioux Drive and Du Maurier Drive and Roosevelt Drive and 
Ticonderoga Pass and Burning Bush Way and Lincolnshire Pass and Lois Lane. 

When spring comes, its winds blow nothing to Sioux Drive, no odors of hollyhocks or forsythia, nothing 
Sioux Drive doesn't already possess, everything is planted and performing. The weather vanes, had they 
weather vanes, don't have to turn with the wind, don't have to contend with the weather. There is no 
weather. 

VI. DETROIT 

There is always weather in Detroit. Detroit's temperature is always 32°. Fast-falling temperatures. 
Slow-rising temperatures. Wind from the north-northeast four to forty miles an hour, small-craft 
warnings, partly cloudy today and Wednesday changing to partly sunny through Thursday…small 
warnings of frost, soot warnings, traffic warnings, hazardous lake conditions for small craft and 
swimmers, restless Negro gangs, restless cloud formations, restless temperatures aching to fall out the 
very bottom of the thermometer or shoot up over the top and boil everything over in red mercury. 

Detroit's temperature is 32°. Fast-falling temperatures. Slow-rising temperatures. Wind from the 
north-northeast four to forty miles an hour.... 

VII. EVENTS 

1. The girl's heart is pounding. In her pocket is a pair of gloves! In a plastic bag! Airproof breathproof 
plastic bag, gloves selling for twenty-five dollars on Branden's counter! In her pocket! Shoplifted! …In 
her purse is a blue comb, not very clean. In her purse is a leather billfold (a birthday present from her 
grandmother in Philadelphia) with snapshots of the family in clean plastic windows, in the billfold are 
bills, she doesn't know how many bills…In her purse is an ominous note from her friend Tykie What's 
this about Joe H. and the kids hanging around at Louise's Sat. night? You heard anything? … passed in 
French class. In her purse is a lot of dirty yellow Kleenex, her mother's heart would break to see such very 
dirty Kleenex, and at the bottom of her purse are brown hairpins and safety pins and a broken pencil and a 
ballpoint pen (blue) stolen from somewhere forgotten and a purse-size compact of Cover Girl Make-Up, 
Ivory Rose… Her lipstick is Broken Heart, a corrupt pink; her fingers are trembling like crazy; her teeth 
are beginning to chatter; her insides are alive; her eyes glow in her head; she is saying to her mother's 
astonished face I want to steal but not to buy. 

2. At Clarita's. Day or night? What room is this? A bed, a regular bed, and a mattress on the floor nearby. 
Wallpaper hanging in strips. Clarita says she tore it like that with her teeth. She was fighting a barbaric 
tribe that night, high from some pills; she was battling for her life with men wearing helmets of heavy 
iron and their faces no more than Christian crosses to breathe through, every one of those bastards looking 
like her lover Simon, who seems to breathe with great difficulty through the slits of mouth and nostrils in 
his face. Clarita has never heard of Sioux Drive. Raymond Forrest cuts no ice with her, nor does the 
C________ account and its millions; Harvard Business School could be at the corner of Vernor and 12th 
Street for all she cares, and Vietnam might have sunk by now into the Dead Sea under its tons of debris, 
for all the amazement she could show…her face is overworked, overwrought, at the age of twenty 
(thirty?) it is already exhausted but fanciful and ready for a laugh. Clarita says mournfully to me Honey 

  



somebody is going to turn you out let me give you warning. In a movie shown on late television Clarita is 
not a mess like this but a nurse, with short neat hair and a dedicated look in love with her doctor and her 
doctor's patients and their diseases, enamored of needles and sponges and rubbing alcohol…Or no: she is 
a private secretary. Robert Cummings is her boss. She helps him with fantastic plots, the canned audience 
laughs, no, the audience doesn't laugh because nothing is funny, instead her boss is Robert Taylor and 
they are not boss and secretary but husband and wife, she is threatened by a young starlet, she is grim, 
handsome, wifely, a good companion for a good man…She is Claudette Colbert. Her sister too is 
Claudette Colbert. They are twins, identical. Her husband Charles Boyer is a very rich handsome man and 
her sister, Claudette Colbert, is plotting her death in order to take her place as the rich man's wife, no one 
will know because they are twins.... All these marvelous lives Clarita might have lived, but she fell out the 
bottom at the age of thirteen. At the age when I was packing my overnight case for a slumber party at 
Toni Deshield's she was tearing filthy sheets off a bed and scratching up a rash on her arms…Thirteen is 
uncommonly young for a white girl in Detroit, Miss Brock of the Detroit House of Correction said in a 
sad newspaper interview for the Detroit News; fifteen and sixteen are more likely. Eleven, twelve, 
thirteen are not surprising in colored ... they are more precocious. What can we do? Taxes are rising and 
the tax base is falling. The temperature rises slowly but falls rapidly. Everything is falling out the bottom, 
Woodward Avenue is filthy, Livernois Avenue is filthy! Scraps of paper flutter in the air like pigeons, dirt 
flies up and hits you right in the eye, oh Detroit is breaking up into dangerous bits of newspaper and dirt, 
watch out… 

Clarita's apartment is over a restaurant. Simon her lover emerges from the cracks at dark. Mrs. Olesko, a 
neighbor of Clarita's, an aged white wisp of a woman, doesn't complain but sniffs with contentment at 
Clarita's noisy life and doesn't tell the cops, hating cops, when the cops arrive. I should give more fake 
names, more blanks, instead of telling all these secrets. I myself am a secret; I am a minor. 

3. My father reads a paper at a medical convention in Los Angeles. There he is, on the edge of the North 
American continent, when the unmarked detective put his hand so gently on my arm in the aisle of 
Branden's and said, "Miss, would you like to step over here for a minute?" 

And where was he when Clarita put her hand on my arm, that wintry dark sulphurous aching day in 
Detroit, in the company of closed-down barber shops, closed-down diners, closed-down movie houses, 
homes, windows, basements, faces…she put her hand on my arm and said, "Honey, are you looking for 
somebody down here?" 

And was he home worrying about me, gone for two weeks solid, when they carried me off…? It took 
three of them to get me in the police cruiser, so they said, and they put more than their hands on my arm. 

4. I work on this lesson. My English teacher is Mr. Forest, who is from Michigan State. Not handsome, 
Mr. Forest, and his name is plain, unlike Raymond Forrest's, but he is sweet and rodentlike, he has 
conferred with the principal and my parents, and everything is fixed…treat her as if nothing has 
happened, a new start, begin again, only sixteen years old, what a shame, how did it happen?—nothing 
happened, nothing could have happened, a slight physiological modification known only to a gynecologist 
or to Dr. Coronet. I work on my lesson. I sit in my pink room. I look around the room with my sad pink 
eyes. I sigh, I dawdle, I pause, I eat up time, I am limp and happy to be home, I am sixteen years old 
suddenly, my head hangs heavy as a pumpkin on my shoulders, and my hair has just been cut by Mr. Faye 
at the Crystal Salon and is said to be very becoming. 

  



(Simon too put his hand on my arm and said, "Honey, you have got to come with me," and in his 
six-by-six room we got to know each other. Would I go back to Simon again? Would I lie down with him 
in all that filth and craziness? Over and over again. 

                                         a Clarita is being betrayed as in front of a Cunningham Drug Store she is 
nervously eying a colored man who may or may not have money, or a nervous white boy of twenty with 
sideburns and an Appalachian look, who may or may not have a knife hidden in his jacket pocket, or a 
husky red-faced man of friendly countenance who may or may not be a member of the Vice Squad out for 
an early twilight walk.) 

I work on my lesson for Mr. Forest. I have filled up eleven pages. Words pour out of me and won't stop. I 
want to tell everything…what was the song Simon was always humming, and who was Simon's friend in 
a very new trench coat with an old high school graduation ring on his finger…? Simon's bearded friend? 
When I was down too low for him, Simon kicked me out and gave me to him for three days, I think, on 
Fourteenth Street in Detroit, an airy room of cold cruel drafts with newspapers on the floor.... Do I really 
remember that or am I piecing it together from what they told me? Did they tell the truth? Did they know 
much of the truth? 

VIII. CHARACTERS 

1. Wednesdays after school, at four; Saturday mornings at ten. Mother drives me to Dr. Coronet. Ferns in 
the office, plastic or real, they look the same. Dr. Coronet is queenly, an elegant nicotine-stained lady who 
would have studied with Freud had circumstances not prevented it, a bit of a Catholic, ready to offer you 
some mystery if your teeth will ache too much without it. Highly recommended by Father! Forty dollars 
an hour, Father's forty dollars! Progress! Looking up! Looking better! That new haircut is so becoming, 
says Dr. Coronet herself, showing how normal she is for a woman with an I.Q. of 180 and many advanced 
degrees. 

2. Mother. A lady in a brown suede coat. Boots of shiny black material, black gloves, a black fur hat. She 
would be humiliated could she know that of all the people in the world it is my ex-lover Simon who walks 
most like her…self-conscious and unreal, listening to distant music, a little bowlegged with craftiness… 

3. Father. Tying a necktie. In a hurry. On my first evening home he put his hand on my arm and said, 
"Honey, we're going to forget all about this." 

4. Simon. Outside, a plane is crossing the sky, in here we're in a hurry. Morning. It must be morning. The 
girl is half out of her mind, whimpering and vague; Simon her dear friend is wretched this morning ... he 
is wretched with morning itself…he forces her to give him an injection with that needle she knows is 
filthy, she has a dread of needles and surgical instruments and the odor of things that are to be sent into 
the blood, thinking somehow of her father…This is a bad morning, Simon says that his mind is being 
twisted out of shape, and so he submits to the needle that he usually scorns and bites his lip with his 
yellowish teeth, his face going very pale. Ah baby! he says in his soft mocking voice, which with all 
women is a mockery of love, do it like this—Slowly—And the girl, terrified, almost drops the precious 
needle but manages to turn it up to the light from the window ... is it an extension of herself then? She can 
give him this gift then? I wish you wouldn't do this to me she says, wise in her terror, because it seems to 
her that Simon's danger—in a few minutes he may be dead—is a way of pressing her against him that is 
more powerful than any other embrace. She has to work over his arm, the knotted corded veins of his arm, 
her forehead wet with perspiration as she pushes and releases the syringe, staring at that mixture of liquid 

  



now stained with Simon's bright blood…When the drug hits him she can feel it herself, she feels that 
magic that is more than any woman can give him, striking the back of his head and making his face 
stretch as if with the impact of a terrible sun…She tries to embrace him but he pushes her aside and 
stumbles to his feet. Jesus Christ he says… 

5. Princess, a Negro girl of eighteen. What is her charge? She is closed-mouthed about it, shrewd and 
silent, you know that no one had to wrestle her to the sidewalk to get her in here; she came with dignity. 
In the recreation room she sits reading Nancy Drew and the Jewel Box Mystery, which inspires in her face 
tiny wrinkles of alarm and interest: what a face! Light brown skin, heavy shaded eyes, heavy eyelashes, a 
serious sinister dark brow, graceful fingers, graceful wristbones, graceful legs, lips, tongue, a sugar-sweet 
voice, a leggy stride more masculine than Simon's and my mother's, decked out in a dirty white blouse 
and dirty white slacks; vaguely nautical is Princess' style… At breakfast she is in charge of clearing the 
table and leans over me, saying Honey you sure you ate enough? 

6. The girl lies sleepless, wondering. Why here, why not there? Why Bloomfield Hills and not jail? Why 
jail and not her pink room? Why downtown Detroit and not Sioux Drive? What is the difference? Is 
Simon all the difference? The girl's head is a parade of wonders. She is nearly sixteen, her breath is 
marvelous with wonders, not long ago she was coloring with crayons and now she is smearing the 
landscape with paints that won't come off and won't come off her fingers either. She says to the matron I 
am not talking about anything, not because everyone has warned her not to talk but because, because she 
will not talk; because she won't say anything about Simon, who is her secret. And she says to the matron I 
won't go home, up until that night in the lavatory when everything was changed…"No, I won't go home I 
want to stay here," she says, listening to her own words with amazement, thinking that weeds might climb 
everywhere over that marvelous $180,000 house and dinosaurs might return to muddy the beige 
carpeting, but never never will she reconcile four o'clock in the morning in Detroit with eight o'clock 
breakfasts in Bloomfield Hills…Oh, she aches still for Simon's hands and his caressing breath, though he 
gave her little pleasure, he took everything from her (five-dollar bills, ten-dollar bills, passed into her 
numb hands by men and taken out of her hands by Simon) until she herself was passed into the hands of 
other men, police, when Simon evidently got tired of her and her hysteria…No, I won't go home, I don't 
want to be bailed out. The girl thinks as a Stubborn and Wayward Child (one of several charges lodged 
against her), and the matron understands her crazy white-rimmed eyes that are seeking out some new 
violence that will keep her in jail, should someone threaten to let her out. Such children try to strangle the 
matrons, the attendants, or one another…they want the locks locked forever, the doors nailed shut…and 
this girl is no different up until that night her mind is changed for her… 

IX. THAT NIGHT 

Princess and Dolly, a little white girl of maybe fifteen, hardy however as a sergeant and in the House of 
Correction for armed robbery, corner her in the lavatory at the farthest sink and the other girls look away 
and file out to bed, leaving her. God, how she is beaten up! Why is she beaten up? Why do they pound 
her, why such hatred? Princess vents all the hatred of a thousand silent Detroit winters on her body, this 
girl whose body belongs to me, fiercely she rides across the Midwestern plains on this girl's tender 
bruised body…revenge for the oppressed minorities of America! revenge for the slaughtered Indians! 
revenge for the female sex, for the male sex, revenge for Bloomfield Hills, revenge revenge… 

X. DETROIT 

  



In Detroit, weather weighs heavily upon everyone. The sky looms large. The horizon shimmers in smoke. 
Downtown the buildings are imprecise in the haze. Perpetual haze. Perpetual motion inside the haze. 
Across the choppy river is the city of Windsor, in Canada. Part of the continent has bunched up here and 
is bulging outward, at the tip of Detroit; a cold hard rain is forever falling on the expressways…Shoppers 
shop grimly, their cars are not parked in safe places, their windshields may be smashed and graceful 
ebony hands may drag them out through their shatterproof smashed windshields, crying Revenge for the 
Indians! Ah, they all fear leaving Hudson's and being dragged to the very tip of the city and thrown off 
the parking roof of Cobo Hall, that expensive tomb, into the river… 

XI. CHARACTERS WE ARE FOREVER ENTWINED WITH 

1. Simon drew me into his tender rotting arms and breathed gravity into me. Then I came to earth, 
weighed down. He said, You are such a little girl, and he weighed me down with his delight. In the palms 
of his hands were teeth marks from his previous life experiences. He was thirty-five, they said. Imagine 
Simon in this room, in my pink room: he is about six feet tall and stoops slightly, in a feline cautious way, 
always thinking, always on guard, with his scuffed light suede shoes and his clothes that are anyone's 
clothes, slightly rumpled ordinary clothes that ordinary men might wear to not-bad jobs. Simon has fair 
long hair, curly hair, spent languid curls that are like…exactly like the curls of wood shavings to the 
touch, I am trying to be exact …and he smells of unheated mornings and coffee and too many pills 
coating his tongue with a faint green-white scum…Dear Simon, who would be panicked in this room and 
in this house (right now Billie is vacuuming next door in my parents' room; a vacuum cleaner's roar is a 
sign of all good things), Simon who is said to have come from a home not much different from this, years 
ago, fleeing all the carpeting and the polished banisters …Simon has a deathly face, only desperate people 
fall in love with it. His face is bony and cautious, the bones of his cheeks prominent as if with the rigidity 
of his ceaseless thinking, plotting, for he has to make money out of girls to whom money means nothing, 
they're so far gone they can hardly count it, and in a sense money means nothing to him either except as a 
way of keeping on with his life. Each Day's Proud Struggle, the title of a novel we could read at jail… 
Each day he needs a certain amount of money. He devours it. It wasn't love he uncoiled in me with his 
hollowed-out eyes and his courteous smile, that remnant of a prosperous past, but a dark terror that 
needed to press itself flat against him, or against another man …but he was the first, he came over to me 
and took my arm, a claim. We struggled on the stairs and I said, Let me loose, you're hurting my neck, my 
face, it was such a surprise that my skin hurt where he rubbed it, and afterward we lay face to face and he 
breathed everything into me. In the end I think he turned me in. 

2. Raymond Forrest. I just read this morning that Raymond Forrest's father, the chairman of the board at 
________, died of a heart attack on a plane bound for London. I would like to write Raymond Forrest a 
note of sympathy. I would like to thank him for not pressing charges against me one hundred years ago, 
saving me, being so generous …well, men like Raymond Forrest are generous men, not like Simon. I 
would like to write him a letter telling of my love, or of some other emotion that is positive and healthy. 
Not like Simon and his poetry, which he scrawled down when he was high and never changed a word… 
but when I try to think of something to say, it is Simon's language that comes back to me, caught in my 
head like a bad song, it is always Simon's language: 

   There is no reality only dreams 
   Your neck may get snapped when you wake 
   My love is drawn to some violent end 
   She keeps wanting to get away 
   My love is heading downward 

  



   And I am heading upward 
   She is going to crash on the sidewalk 
   And I am going to dissolve into the clouds  

XII. EVENTS 

1. Out of the hospital, bruised and saddened and converted, with Princess' grunts still tangled in my 
hair…and Father in his overcoat looking like a prince himself, come to carry me off. Up the expressway 
and out north to home. Jesus Christ, but the air is thinner and cleaner here. Monumental houses. 
Heartbreaking sidewalks, so clean. 

2. Weeping in the living room. The ceiling is two stories high and two chandeliers hang from it. Weeping, 
weeping, though Billie the maid is probably listening. I will never leave home again. Never. Never leave 
home. Never leave this home again, never. 

3. Sugar doughnuts for breakfast. The toaster is very shiny and my face is distorted in it. Is that my face? 

4. The car is turning in the driveway. Father brings me home. Mother embraces me. Sunlight breaks in 
movieland patches on the roof of our traditional-contemporary home, which was designed for the famous 
automotive stylist whose identity, if I told you the name of the famous car he designed, you would all 
know, so I can't tell you because my teeth chatter at the thought of being sued…or having someone climb 
into my bedroom window with a rope to strangle me… The car turns up the blacktop drive. The house 
opens to me like a doll's house, so lovely in the sunlight, the big living room beckons to me with its walls 
falling away in a delirium of joy at my return, Billie the maid is no doubt listening from the kitchen as I 
burst into tears and the hysteria Simon got so sick of. Convulsed in Father's arms, I say I will never leave 
again, never, why did I leave, where did I go, what happened, my mind is gone wrong, my body is one big 
bruise, my backbone was sucked dry, it wasn't the men who hurt me and Simon never hurt me but only 
those girls…my God, how they hurt me…I will never leave home again…The car is perpetually turning 
up the drive and I am perpetually breaking down in the living room and we are perpetually taking the 
right exit from the expressway (Lahser Road) and the wall of the rest room is perpetually banging against 
my head and perpetually are Simon's hands moving across my body and adding everything up and so too 
are Father's hands on my shaking bruised back, far from the surface of my skin on the surface of my good 
blue cashmere coat (dry-cleaned for my release)… I weep for all the money here, for God in gold and 
beige carpeting, for the beauty of chandeliers and the miracle of a clean polished gleaming toaster and 
faucets that run both hot and cold water, and I tell them I will never leave home, this is my home, I love 
everything here, I am in love with everything here… 

I am home. 

*Jean Genet and Jean Paul Sartre – French novelists and playwrights; James Baldwin – American novelist 
**i.e. he has changed from a wholesome American boy into a morbid neurotic. Usher is the chief character in Edgar Allan Poe’s 
“Fall of the House of Usher.” Huck Finn is the young hero in Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.  
***An intelligence test 

  


